BEST PRACTICE

Cheese Manufacturer transform their labelling
procedures using the WPL-A and WPL-S

Norseland was looking for new ways to automate parts of their manufacturing and reduce the
demands on their existing workforce. The WPL-A offered the perfect solution for their labelling
processes and has increased the efficiency and accuracy of their labelling.
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The customer
Specialist cheese supplier Norseland Ltd employs over 150 people and has a turnover approaching £50m.
Its primary markets are all the leading UK supermarket retailers, food to go and convenience retail stores,
as well as independent retailers. Norseland Ltd has its’ manufacturing base in Ilchester, Somerset where
they have a diverse and versatile offering. They can provide cheese for every occasion from slices to large
blocks and snacking portions. Their No. 1 brands include: Jarlsberg® UK’s No.1 Deli Cheese with Holes,
Applewood® UK’s No.1 Smoky Cheese, Mexicana® UK’s No.1 Spicy Cheese.

Discover all our best practices on our website!
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The 19-inch touchscreen enables easy operation through comprehensible icon
language: important production data, statistics, and currently created labels are
displayed visually appealing on the screen.

The WPL-A convinces with high-speed printing of up to 125 labels per minute,
made possible using advanced print compression technologies.

Are you interested in finding out more?
We will be more than happy to draw up a quote for you!
All you have to do is send us an email to:
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